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2016 is off to a great start.
Each year, we are so excited to see JRF grow and
touch more lives in Joey's memory. Thank you for
your support through the years, and in 2016-- the
BEST year yet!

Here are some of our highlights from the beginning
of our year, and a snapshot of what's to come!

The Big Pack Frisco
Feed My Starving Children

1.20.16 | One Million Meals Packed

JRF
Raising Cane's

Fundraiser
4.6.16 | 5pm- 9pm
6513 W. Park Blvd

Plano, TX

 
Please come out and support
JRF as we begin to rally funds

for our upcoming projects
including sending kids to MDA

Summer Camp, Hawk
Baseball contributions, and

many other service
opportunities! Anyone and

everyone is welcome! 
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Thank you to everyone who came out to volunteer

with JRF at the Big Pack Frisco. We were a part of a
team who helped pack ONE MILLION meals for

hungry children across the globe. It was a moving
experience we hope to continue on! 

10 Things To Do Instead of Stare
Check out JRF's latest blog post for tips

on acceptable treatment of disabled
individuals 

You MUST mention that you're
with JRF at the cashier in

order to contribute

Save the Date 
First Annual

Birthday Fiesta

May 14th, 2016
3:00 pm- 9:00 pm

@ Casa Ryan
more info to come

Have you seen our
website lately?

We're happy to announce that
our website has received a

reboot, and can be browsed
at JoeyRyanFoundation.net!

Thanks to the
University of
North Texas
chapter of Pi
Kappa Alpha

for their generous donation of
over $1K to JRF this quarter.
PIKE's philanthropy is
Muscular Dystrophy, a cause
that JRF primarily works with.
The gentlemen of PIKE raised
the funds through a new
member event last fall.

DONATE NOW!

http://joeyryanfoundation.net/
http://joeyryanfounation.net/donate


Have questions? Contact us at JoeyRyanFoundation@gmail.com
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